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Abstrat. The Extensible Markup Language (XML) tends to beome

a widely aepted formalism for the representation and exhange of data

over theWeb. A problem that often arises in pratie is the representation

in XML of data that are ontext-dependent (for example, information

that exists in many di�erent languages, in many degrees of detail, and so

on). In this paper we propose an extension of XML, namely MXML or

Multidimensional XML, whih an be used in order to alleviate the prob-

lem of representing suh ontext-dependent (or multidimensional) data.

Apart from its usefulness in the semistrutured data domain, MXML

also reveals some new and promising researh diretions in the area of

multidimensional languages.

1 Introdution

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) [1, 6, 19, 11℄ is a data desription lan-

guage whih tends to beome standard for representing and exhanging data

over the Web. Although elegant and onise, the syntax of XML does not allow

for onvenient representation of multidimensional information. Suppose that one

wants to represent in XML information that exists in di�erent variations (for

example in di�erent languages, in various degrees of detail, or in di�erent time

points). With the urrent XML tehnology, a solution would be to reate a dif-

ferent XML doument for every possible variation. Suh an approah however is

ertainly not pratial, beause it involves exessive dupliation of information

(espeially if the number of variations is high and there exist large idential parts

that remain unhanged between variations).
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In this paper we propose a solution to the above problem, based on ideas

that originate from the area of multidimensional programming languages [4, 14℄.

More spei�ally, we propose the language Multidimensional XML (MXML)

whih extends traditional XML with the apability of representing ontext de-

pendent information in a ompat way. The development of MXML was inu-

ened by the ideas behind the design of Intensional HTML [20, 8, 7℄. In ontrast

to IHTML, whih aims at handling multidimensional information at a dou-

ment level, the goal of MXML is to provide a formalism for representing and

exhanging ontext-dependent data over the web. Apart from its appliations in

the XML domain, the study of MXML revealed new ideas that are of interest in

the area of multidimensional languages.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Extensible Markup Language

The basi omponent in XML is the element, whih is a piee of data bounded

by mathing tags (markup) of the form <element-name> and </element-name>,

alled start-tag and end-tag respetively. Element names in XML are de�ned at

will so that they best represent data domains. Inside an element we may have

other elements, alled subelements.

Markup enodes a desription of the storage layout and the logial struture

of the doument. An XML doument [6, 19℄ onsists of nested element strutures,

starting with a root element. The data in the element are in the form of harater

data, subelements, or attributes.

XML allows us to assoiate attributes with elements. Attributes in XML are

delared within element start tags and have the form of a sequene of name-

value pairs. The value of an attribute is always a string enlosed in quotation

marks. Unlike subelements, where a subelement with the same name an be

repeated inside an element, an attribute name may only our one within a

given element.

Example 1 shows a piee of XML doument that ontains information about

a book.

Example 1. A sample XML doument.

<bibliography>

<book isbn="12345678" publisher = "pb1">

<author>

<firstname> Manolis </firstname>

<lastname> Gergatsoulis </lastname>

</author>

<author>

<firstname> Panos </firstname>

<lastname> Rondogiannis </lastname>

</author>



<title> Multidimensional Programming Languages </title>

<prie urreny = "USD"> 100 </prie>

<year> 2000 </year>

</book>

...other book elements ...

<publisher id = "pb1">

NCSR Demokritos

</publisher>

...other publisher elements ...

</bibliography>

In this example, the element book has the attributes isbn and publisher. It

also has �ve subelements. The �rst two represent the authors of the book, while

the rest represent the title, the prie and the publiation year of the book. The

attribute publisher of the book element refers to the publisher element.

A key feature of XML is the apability to speify the struture of XML do-

uments through the use of Doument Type De�nitions (DTDs). A DTD delares

onstraints on elements and attributes and an be viewed as a ontext free gram-

mar for XML douments, or as a kind of shema for XML data. A doument

may refer to a DTD to whih it onforms.

2.2 Multidimensional Formalisms

The idea of \dimension enabled" languages is not new. Possibly the �rst multidi-

mensional programming language is the (funtional) language GLU [3, 4℄. GLU

allows the user to delare dimensions, and to de�ne multidimensional entities

that vary aross these dimensions. So, a two-dimensional entity an be thought

as an in�nite table, a three-dimensional one as a ube extending in�nitely aross

the three dimensions, and so on. One an perform various operations with ar-

guments suh higher-dimensional entities, or even de�ne funtions that take

them as parameters and return new entities as results. Moreover, the language

supports intensional operators that work along eah di�erent dimension. A lan-

guage in the spirit of GLU has also been developed in the logi programming

domain [14℄.

An area in whih multidimensionality appears to o�er signi�ant bene�ts is

the area of version ontrol [16℄. The intensional versioning approah desribed

in [16℄ has reently found appliations in the evolving area of Internet omput-

ing. One example appliation in this domain is the development of the language

IHTML (Intensional HTML) [20, 8, 7, 18℄, a high-level Web authoring language.

The main advantage of IHTML over HTML is that it allows pratial spei�a-

tion of Web pages that an exist in many di�erent variations. Web sites reated

by IHTML are easier to maintain and require signi�antly less spae when om-

pared to the sites reated by loning onventional HTML �les.



Finally, we should mention the language ISE [17℄ whih is a multidimensional

version of Perl. ISE is more general purpose than IHTML and it is expeted to

have a broader range of appliations.

3 Multidimensional XML

When modelling the real world, the same entity may often have multiple faets.

For example, a tehnial doument onerning a ar may vary aording to the

language, the metri system (i.e. miles, or kilometres), the prie urreny, et. of

the potential ustomer. In lassial XML one has to write di�erent XML dou-

ments, eah one representing a possible variation. In multidimensional XML we

are allowed to speify elements that may exhibit varying ontent and struture,

by assigning them dimensions. This is done by extending the syntax of XML.

3.1 Syntax of Multidimensional XML Douments

A Multidimensional XML doument (MXML doument) is presented in exam-

ple 2.

Example 2. A sample multidimensional XML doument:

<bibliography>

<book isbn="12345678" publisher = "pb1">

<author>

[language = English℄

<firstname> Manolis </firstname>

<lastname> Gergatsoulis </lastname> [/℄

[language = Greek℄

<firstname> M���o��& </firstname>

<lastname> �"����o����&</lastname> [/℄

</author>

<author>

[language = English℄

<firstname> Panos </firstname>

<lastname> Rondogiannis </lastname> [/℄

[language = Greek℄

<firstname>����o&</firstname>

<lastname> Po��o������& </lastname> [/℄

</author>

<title>

[language = English℄

Multidimensional Programming Languages [/℄

[language = Greek℄

�o��Æ�������"& ���!��"& ��o���������o��[/℄

</title>

<prie urreny= "USD">



[period = disount lient = regular℄

100 [/℄

[period = normal lient = regular℄

120 [/℄

[period in fdisount, normalg lient = speial℄

100 [/℄

</prie>

<year> 1999 </year>

</book>

...other book elements ...

<publisher id = "pb1">

[language = English℄ NCSR Demokritos [/℄

[language = Greek℄ EKE�E ����o����o& [/℄

</publisher>

...other publisher elements ...

</bibliography>

The doument in example 2 is a multidimensional extension of the doument

in example 1. The elements author and the elements title and publisher

have two versions eah. One orresponding to the value English of the dimension

language and the other orresponding to the value Greek of the same dimension.

The element prie depends on two dimensions namely period and lient.

Notie that in general an element or an attribute may depend on zero, one or

more dimensions. The dimensions are onsidered orthogonal in the sense that

the value of one dimension does not depend on the values of another dimension.

Eah dimension may be assigned to more than one elements or attributes.

By the term ontext we refer to a set of dimension-value pairs assigned to a

given element or attribute.

The syntax of XML is extended as follows in order to inorporate the use of

dimensions. In partiular, an element in MXML has the form:

<element name attribute speifiation>

[ontext speifier 1℄

element ontents 1

[/℄

.

.

.

[ontext speifier n℄

element ontents n

[/℄

</element name>



where element ontents i, with 1 � i � n is the ontents of the element

for the ontext spei�ed by ontext speifier i. Note that all the alternative

element ontents i above, are within the same element \element name". In

addition, all ontents of an element must our inside a ontext spei�er; in other

words ontext spei�ers annot our freely inside element ontents, instead they

are \attahed" to element names. A ontext spei�er is of the form:

dimension 1 speifier; : : : ; dimension m speifier

where dimension i speifier, for i = 1 to m is a dimension spei�er of the

form:

dimension name speifier operator dimension value expression

A spei�er operator is one of =, ! =, in, not in. If the spei�er operator is

either = or ! = then the dimension value expression onsists of a single dimension

value. Otherwise, if the spei�er operator is one of in, not in then the dimension

value expression is a set of the form fvalue

1

; : : : ; value

k

g, with k � 1.

For example the following expressions are valid ontext spei�ers:

[language in fGreek, English, Frenhg℄

[language = Greek℄

[language != Frenh℄

Note that we assume that the dimension-value expressions that orrespond

to a spei� element must be formulated in suh a way so as no two of them are

onurrently satis�ed.

An attribute may also depend on dimensions, in whih ase, the syntax is

similar to that of elements. Thus, the attribute speifiation is of the form:

attribute name =

[ontext speifier 1℄

attribute value 1

[/℄

.

.

[ontext speifier n℄

attribute value n

[/℄

4 On the Semantis of MXML

In this setion, we disuss in brief some points related to the semantis of MXML.



4.1 Soping of Dimensions

A dimension assigned a value in an element retain its value in all the desendant

elements of this element. However, if a dimension whih has been assigned a

value in an element E, is assigned a new value in a desendant E1 of E, then

the ative value of that dimension for E1 and its desendants is the value of the

dimension assigned in element E1.

Dimensions for attributes are independent of the dimensions of elements.

Moreover, the values of the dimensions of an attribute apply only to the spei�

attribute.

4.2 Multidimensional OEM

Objet ExhangeModel (OEM) is a simple graph-based data model for semistru-

tured data designed at Stanford as a part of the Tsimmis projet [9℄. Due to

the semistrutured nature of XML, it has also been adopted for modelling XML

douments. In OEM, an XML doument is represented as a graph with a single

root. The nodes represent the element ontents while the edges represent the

element names, with leaves holding harater data. Attribute values are given

on orresponding nodes, and attribute referenes are depited as dashed lines [2℄.

In order for OEM to model MXML douments we have to adapt it so as to

represent elements and attributes whose ontents vary aording to dimension

values. For this, we extend OEM by introduing another type of node-edge pair,

whih is represented by a thik line departing from a square. The square is alled

ontext node while the thik line is alled ontext edge. The MOEM model of the

MXML doument of example 2 is shown in �gure 1.

For eah multidimensional element (whose value depends on a number of

ontexts), there orresponds a ontext node and a set of ontext edges departing

from this node. Eah ontext edge represents a possible ontext and leads to the

ontent of the element for the spei� ontext.

Attributes whose values depend on ontexts are represented in a similar way.

Attribute values quali�ed by the dimension values are given on orresponding

nodes. In the ase of attribute referenes, the dashed line of the OEM model

leads to a ontext node from whih ontext attribute edges depart (denoted by

thik lines). Eah ontext edge leads to the element node to whih the attribute

refers for the spei� ontext.

It is easy to see that, from a given MXML doument we an obtain a set of

ordinary XML douments, eah one orresponding to di�erent ombination of

hoies of ontext edges.

5 Disussion and Future Work

The MXML formalism presented in this paper attempts to remedy what seems to

be a shortomming of XML, namely its inability to represent ontext-dependent

information in a onise way. Although MXML has inherited many features from
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Fig. 1. The Multidimensional OEM model for example 2.

existing multidimensional formalisms, it also appears to lead to new interesting

and unexplored issues of multidimensionality. In the following we disuss the

relationship of MXML with other formalisms and also outline new diretions for

future researh.

Relationships with Existing Formalisms: MXML has been mainly inu-

ened from the work on IHTML [20, 8, 7℄ (Intensional HTML). In fat, the work

on MXML started as an attempt to transfer the researh results of the IHTML

projet, to the more data-oriented formalism of XML. The main di�erene be-

tween IHTML and MXML is a projetion of the di�erene between HTML and

XML. IHTML is foused on the omposition and presentation of hyperdouments

while MXML is foused on data representation mainly for information exhange

purposes. In this ontext MXML has to deal with problems suh as assigning

dimensions to the arbitrary struture of XML data. Other XML-ralated issues

suh as DTDs and XML query languages give an interesting researh diretion

to XML.

Future Researh Problems: There are many aspets of the MXML formalism

that the authors would like to further investigate. In the following we list some

of them:

{ In the urrent disussion we have made the assumption that a MXML do-

ument exists without referene to an existing DTD (Doument Type De�-

nition). DTD are formalisms similar to types in programming languages and

their purpose is to impose restritions on what a partiular doument an



ontain. For example, a DTD an speify that a doument desribing a book

an only ontain a single <title> element. In this paper we have not on-

sidered DTDs with respet to MXML douments. It is quite possible that

MXML will require the de�nition of MDTDs (Multidimensional DTDs).

{ We have not onsidered any partiular query language for MXML. Researh

in query languages for XML is espeially ative [12, 13, 5℄. We believe that a

query language for MXML would have to take ontexts into aount.

{ A potential appliation of MXML whih we are urrently investigating on-

erns the representation of time-dependent information. Muh work has been

arried out in the past on temporal databases [15℄. The need to inorporate

time information is also present in the ase of semistrutured data [10℄. How-

ever to the best of our knowledge, no suh extension has been onsidered for

XML.

{ There is urrently no existing implementation of the ideas presented in this

paper. The authors plan to undertake suh an implementation of MXML

together with an assoiated query language.

We believe that further researh in the relationships between semistrutured

data and multidimensionality, will reveal many issues from whih both worlds

will gain signi�ant bene�ts.
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